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1. Introduction 

The world is witnessing quick changes, 

deriving in pressing costs to available 

resources, and increasing threats over 

irreplaceable ones, like heritage (UNESCO, 

2015). Traditional object-based approaches, 

focused on the physical conservation of 

protected heritage assets, are being replaced 

for more all-inclusive as the one proposed by 

the recently adopted Recommendation on the 

Historic Urban Landscapes1 (UNESCO, 2011). 

Moreover, the integration of heritage concerns 

on planning policies has been strongly 

recommended and present on several 

European policy documents since the 1990’s2 

(Brito Henriques, 2006; O'Donnell, 2014), being 

planning policies commonly recognized as 

fundamental regulatory tools that control and 

shape urban form, having direct or indirect 

influence over resources as heritage 

(O'Donnell, 2014).  

In Portugal, the heritage management 

and spatial planning practices evolved side by 

side (Cidre, 2015), which the protective 

perspective was traditionally adopted by spatial 

                                                      
1 Hereafter “HUL Recommendation”. 
2 Guiding Principles for Sustainable Spatial 

Development of the European Continent (CoE, 
2000); Liubliana Declaration (CoE, 2003); European 
Spatial Development Perspective (CoE, 1999). 

3 Precedes the changes introduced first by 
the Law no. 34/2014, of 30 May (Framework Law for 

planning tools managing heritage issues, being 

focused on tangible attributes and limiting the 

management to legal protected cultural 

properties (classified and submitted to 

classification) restricting their management to 

the identification and listing actions (Raposo, 

2003), and defining general orientations 

opened to a wide range of interventions and 

interpretations, often ignoring the existent 

values and intangible relations. Current 

research aims to cross both policies – heritage 

management and spatial planning – proposing 

an analysis of how local planning policies have 

been integrating heritage issues. 

2. Methodology 

 Focused on one single spatial 

planning tool - Portuguese municipal 

masterplans (PDM), and in particularly, those 

published after the ratification of 2001 Cultural 

Heritage Law (Lei de Bases do Património 

Cultural – Law no.107/2001 of 8 September – 

LBPC2001) till the end of 2014, corresponding 

to the last stable legal period for spatial 

planning policies 3 . After an incursion 

the Public Policy on Land, Territorial Management 
and Urbanism; Lei de Bases Gerais da Política 
Pública de Solos, de Ordenamento do Território e de 
Urbanismo - LBPPSOTU), that replaces the 
Framework Law for the Policy on Territorial 
Management and Urbanism (Lei de Bases das 
Políticas do Solo, Ordenamento do Território e 
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throughout the evolution and the legislative 

framework of both policies, a sample of 18 

PDM, forming the universe of 81 PDM, is 

analysed in order to identify the how this tool 

has been integrating heritage policies. The 

research explores an attribute typology 

(Veldpaus, 2015) that was tested on World 

Heritage Cities and related nomination 

documents, claimed for more comprehensive 

experiences, namely at the level of local 

planning (Gutscoven, 2016). Therefore, firstly is 

identified the presence of heritage evidences 

on the entire structure of PDM, followed by a 

content analysis applied to one single PDM 

element looking for categories of attributes, and 

finally the identification of the sections in which 

they were identified. 

 

Table 1 – Three scales of WHAT (Gutscoven, 2016) 

Level 1: two attribute categories 

UN T I 

Undefined Tangible Intangible 

Level 2: six attribute categories 

 Tas Tar Tal Ir Is Ip 

 Asset Area All Asset-related Societal Process 

Level 3: eighteen attributes sub-categories 

T0 Tas1 Tas2 Tas3 Tas4 Tar1 Tar2 Tar3 Tal1 Tal2 Ir1 Ir2 Ir3 Is1 Is2 Is3 Is4 Ip1 Ip2 
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3. Results discussion 

The content analysis to the PDM 

published after LBPC2001 till 2014 indicates 

heritage issues, as a common represented 

issue. This is the first signal of change from the 

first PDM generation (1985-2003), which has 

identified few PDM without heritage references 

(e.g. Arouca). The analysis of PDM elements, 

also confirmed this growing integration of 

heritage issues, reaching the 100% on 

cartographic and ordinance documents, as well 

as on “other documentation” (assumed as 

                                                      
Urbanismo – LBPOTU: Law no. 48/98, of 11 August), 
developed by the Legal Framework for Spatial 
Planning Tools (Regime Jurídico dos Instrumentos 

every PDM element besides the 

aforementioned).  

As recommended by 2003 survey, this 

new cycle introduced specific cartography for 

heritage issues, had been registered on 

fourteen PDM, from unfolded fundamental to 

supporting cartography. Meanwhile, regarding 

to amendments, being the number unknown, 

two types of amendment stands out, indicating 

a progressive improvement of heritage list and 

then identification, and the introduction of 

heritage issues on operational stage of PDM. 

These results contrast with the 2003 findings 

de Gestão Territorial - RJIGT:  Decree-law no. 
380/99 of 22 September) also replaced by the 
Decree-Law n.º 80/2015, of May 14th. 
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which the amendments identified related with 

heritage issues were regarding to the 

replacement of the historic character predicted 

to a public facility and the extension of historic 

centre limits due to PPS publication.  

The comparison between the 

“theoretical content” and the documents 

actually available, demonstrates that if some of 

them were unavailable, meaning those 

mentioned on “PDM content” article but not 

provided, others showed the inverse. This is 

clearer on supporting elements rather on 

fundamental elements, in which are indicated 

the same documents for the same PDM on both 

contents (theoretical and practical). Exception 

to the two ordinance annexes, which despite 

being indicated on “PDM content” article as 

fundamental elements, they were considered 

by this research as supporting elements, once 

they do not meet the definition of ordinance 

annexes assumed by this research 4 . Still 

regarding to supporting elements, the analysis 

to actual documents revealed not only HRE on 

the general documents (6) which were ignored 

on “PDM content” article analysis, as well as 

more PDM with HRE on the four documents 

typologies aforementioned on theoretical 

content. This might be related with subsequent 

amendments to PDM after revision, when those 

elements were added, demonstrating also that 

PDM content article is not updated when a new 

element is added, becoming into an obsolete 

information.  

Regarding to the results gathered from 

actual documents, the analysis revealed 

ordinance statutory document as the one-off 

                                                      
4  This research assumes as ordinance 

annexes the documents associated and delivery with 
ordinance statutory document, and thus available on 
SNIT. Therefore, the annex documents referenced 

PDM component in which heritage issues are 

always mentioned, validating it as the selected 

PDM document to be the object for a more in-

depth analysis. Once one of the studied 

municipalities is known for the absence of legal 

protected heritage (Vagos), being the only PDM 

without HRE on restrictions maps, it can be 

stated that this PDM cycle is more 

comprehensiveness regarding to heritage, 

including not only legal protected but also other 

inventoried heritage properties. More than half 

of PDM mention heritage on the all four 

documents categories of fundamental 

elements, and the other half have references to 

heritage at least on ordinance and cartographic 

documents. Regarding to ordinance annexes, 

not being a mandatory document, the sample 

shows that every time it is presented, heritage 

issues are referenced (heritage lists), and when 

not identified on fundamental elements, they 

are often assumed as a supporting document.  

In fact, every PDM has references to 

heritage on supporting documents, which 

besides to confirm the compliance with the legal 

recommendations, stating that PMOT should 

identify heritage properties, corresponds to 

what the HUL approach defines as the first step 

to heritage management  – “mapping 

resources”, meaning specific heritage maps, 

heritage lists, SARUP lists, i.e., identify and 

locate heritage. The HRE on other documents 

such as the Diagnosis Studies, REOT, PDM 

report and strategic report, indicates the 

potential of this spatial planning tool to allocate 

the others approach steps proposed by HUL 

on PDM content article for Lisboa and Moita, being 
individual documents and not available on SNIT, 
were considered as supporting documents. 
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Recommendation (e.g. (3) assess 

vulnerabilities, (4) define strategies). 

The content analysis applied to PDM 

statutory ordinance document (regulamento) 

confirmed the prevalence of categories of 

attributes over attributes, which only appear 

cumulatively with categories. Thus, the 

ordinance document, as stated by RJIGT 

means to establish the general land use rules, 

being the resources mapped (identified and 

located) on supporting elements, as confirmed 

on previews analysis.  

Similar results were found on the first 

level of analysis, where tangible categories are 

common to all PDM, while intangible only 

appear cumulatively with those, being absent 

on three PDM. This confirms the tangible-driven 

orientation disseminated by spatial planning 

policies and legislation, where the reference to 

intangible heritage is not developed. However, 

the identification of categories related with 

intangible attributes, besides not universal, 

have still an outstanding weight (14 PDM), 

demonstrating that local planning, meaning 

PDM, is considering intangible relations derived 

from their material resources (e.g. morphology; 

city image; hill silhouette, etc.), besides of what 

is predict by RJIGT, and following the 

overarching understanding over heritage 

attributes disseminated by LBPC2001.  

While on Gutscoven comparative 

analysis “asset” subcategory was the most 

represented (due to “building” type), on this 

study all the three subcategories types forming 

“area” subcategory are the most represented 

being present on 17 PDM. This shapes the 

zoning nature of PDM, i.e., the resources and 

territory is managed as a sum of fragments. In 

particular, heritage is translated on these plans 

by the identification of protection zones (listed 

along with other restrictions areas – SARUP), 

the location of historic areas (historic centres), 

or natural environments surrounding heritage 

assets. But, the “asset” subcategory is the next 

most represented subcategory, being along 

with “area” represented on every analysed 

PDM. Besides the expected “building” type, it is 

relevant the score gathered by “natural 

elements”, meaning a close interconnection 

between cultural and natural heritage, and by 

the type “built elements”, which indicates that 

PDM are increasing the scale to elements such 

as façades, or painting which was expected just 

on detailed plans (PPS).  

On other hand, results indicate that the 

landscape perspective over the territory is in 

terms of categories very far way. Heritage 

areas are still see as fragments of the territory, 

that should be managed independently, and not 

as something that is part of it and evolve with it. 

It is a consequence of long used zoning 

practices, criticized by Portas (1985) and 

indicated as one of the causes of the conflicts 

between conservation and development. On 

other hand, the high score gathered for 

“character” intangible attribute (higher than 

“asset” types) indicates that local stakeholders 

are aware of the relevance of the preservation 

of the intangible attributes such as the “image 

of the city”, meaning the relations between 

tangible attributes placed on the same area 

(“character”), and even less scored the 

relations with other assets placed on a different 

space (“relation object-to-object”) or other mind 

set (“concept”). Meaning that there is a 

recognition and valorisation of the subjective 

perspective of urban landscape. 
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Though represented in less than half of 

analysed PDM, were also identified the 

categories types related with societal attributes, 

and with what is internationally known as 

“intangible heritage” (UNESCO, 2003), as the 

“shops with historic and artistic character” that 

retain the use from another age, or the 

traditional building practices (“knowledge”), as 

well as the preservation of a place because it is 

related with a festive event (“association”). 

While Gutscoven (2016) was enabled to identify 

the subcategories types “association” and 

“relation object to object” on its comparative 

analysis to World Heritage Cities, this research 

only missed the attribute type related with the 

identification of a particular community. 

The categories related with the 

management of the city (“process”) meaning 

the valorisation of planning processes, planned 

or not, are also residual, but again their 

identification constitutes already a step and a 

warning over the existence of these attributes, 

that should be considered on management 

processes. 

The presence of a high ratio of 

“undefined” expressions, clearly derived from 

legislation (also ambiguous) which may lead to 

“ambiguous” interventions. The unknown is the 

first door to free interventions. The ambiguity on 

used terms to refer to heritage was already 

identified by 2003 survey, namely to mentioned 

non classified elements, e.g. "historic, 

architectonic, urban and environmental value", 

"notable building and archaeological sites", 

"relevant significance", "heritage value", 

"cultural spaces". 

Regarding to section analysis, stands 

out the section “land use” where not only every 

PDM have references to heritage issues, but 

also because it is the one-off section in which 

heritage issues are addressed separately from 

other issues, on what we denominated as 

“Municipal Heritage Framework”. This 

framework, not being a hierarchical list, 

describes the various attributes considered on 

each PDM, which might be organized by 

protection level (legal protected, proposed, 

identified), heritage typology (architectural 

heritage, archaeological, natural, etc.) or scale 

(great ensembles, ensembles, buildings, other 

assets). This, in fact, might be the “protection 

system” mentioned by RJIGT or the “heritage 

framework” recommended by the CCDR-

Centro technical report (Grego & Gabriel, 

2016). Moreover, the partial identification of this 

system on restrictions section (“SARUP”) 

indicates that those PDM frame heritage 

categories by protection level. 

The results gathered from the 

combination of PDM sections (WHERE) and 

the attribute categories analysis (WHAT), 

reveals that not only tangible categories are the 

common feature to every section, as the 

intangible categories are considered either on 

“land use”, on the description of plan 

restrictions (SARUP) and on the chapters 

where plan’ execution and programming are 

settled. This means, first that restrictions go 

beyond from what is stated by legislation, 

addressing also intangible categories besides 

material attributes, and that intangible 

categories are been taken in account when 

defined the programed actions, had been also 

considered on the strategy chapters. 

Breaking down the overarching 

categories, is clear the level of 

comprehensiveness of land use section, 

including all the attributes identified on PDM, 
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which is explained as it is the PDM section 

where heritage categories are described (MHF) 

and in which are established the rules to 

manage these resources, and the relation with 

other ground resources. The results obtained 

on this sections reflect the results obtained on 

previews WHAT analysis.  

The dominance of “ensemble” category 

type in the chapters establishing the execution 

options of the plan (exe&prog), as in “PMOT” 

(meaning when the plan indicates the existence 

of more detailed plans (PP or PU) related with 

heritage issues) and “plan content”, derives 

from the fact that those chapters when referring 

heritage issues, they are actually mentioning 

execution tools, such as UOPG or other IGT 

(PP, PU) to manage historic centres or other 

built ensembles. Therefore, the dominance of 

“area context type” in restriction sections is 

related with the heritage protection zones are 

legally imposed as SARUP. 

 It is also relevant the relation that can 

be established between strategic and execution 

chapters, where while is clear the confluence of 

area and intangible categories, references to 

“natural elements” type disappear on 

“exe&progr”, meaning that despite assumed 

together on strategy they are managed 

separately. Moreover, the high score gathered 

by “natural elements” should be see with the 

score obtained for “undefined” categories, as 

most of PDM refers to heritage on these 

chapters by expressions such as “património 

cultural e natural”, which the content analysis 

considered “património natural” as natural 

elements and “património cultural” as an 

ambiguous expression.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The main target of urban planners is to 

prospect the best territory management in order 

to benefit with the best quality of life for citizens. 

Heritage has been recognized as one of the 

most important drivers of these development, 

contributing not only on a sense of place 

belonging but also as a crucial resource for 

sustainable development. To achieve this it is 

crucial to understand the concept of heritage, 

and go beyond the 19th century notion of 

monuments and single objects, but as a 

complex organism, formed by tangible and 

intangible attributes and their values, both 

cultural and natural. The adoption of HUL 

Recommendation, both a definition and an 

approach, is becoming a fundamental 

mechanism to achieve it. On the proposed 

landscape-based approach all community, 

stakeholders and citizens, have a role to 

achieve a sustainable urban development. For 

a comprehensive approach to heritage 

resources on PDM it is fundamental to foster a 

holistic perspective implemented by a 

multidisciplinary team in order to analyse the 

various typologies and heritage relations. 

On this context is relevant to 

understand the intersections between heritage 

management policies and spatial planning 

policies. Looking into the main research 

question of this study – “Are municipal spatial 

planning tools an integrative tool for heritage 

issues?”, results show a high level of heritage 

representativeness on PDM, being present in 

all of their elements, from fundamental to 

supporting documents. In particular, supporting 

documents integrate it not only through heritage 

lists and cartography, but also on strategic 

documents (e.g. strategic report; REOT). The 
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identification of heritage evidences on every 

ordinance statutory document (regulamento), 

being the one-off PDM element truly 

operational, also indicates that heritage is being 

considered beyond the resources mapping 

stage. Regarding to heritage attributes 

categories, those were almost all found 

(missing community type), with different levels 

of significance. Tangible categories were more 

represented than intangible. However, contrary 

to what has been reported in legislation and 

literature, intangible categories were identified, 

mainly the ones related with the visual relations 

of the place (relation>character) and with the 

specific significant use (societal>use). 

Relations were found between ensemble 

category type and operational sections 

(exe&prog; PMOT) and between those with 

strategic chapters. Therefore, results indicate 

that scrutinized PDM are more closed to the 

HUL definition than what was expected. They 

evolved beyond the traditional notions of 

“historic centre” or “ensemble”, to understand 

urban area a historic layering conveying 

multiples attributes and relations. 

Despite of the optimistic results 

presented in this study, the comparison 

between PDM has been revealed misleading 

due to the limit scope of the study. 

Discrepancies comparing findings of each PDM 

might result (or not) from the number and 

quality of heritage present in each territory. 

Nonetheless, all the references found on the 

documents might show, in the PDM analysed, 

an awareness of the value of heritage in its 

broad notion within planning process. 

In order to get more insight, this data 

collection could be further explored namely: 

• To apply the attribute typology tool to the 

other PDM elements to get comparable 

results, enable to compare and reach 

conclusions regarding to priorities settled 

to heritage; 

• To extend the methodology to the 

defined universe, enabling to get 

conclusions over the full period 

preceding the legal changes on spatial 

planning legal framework; 

• To include the analysis by frequency, 

i.e., to explore the relation between the 

frequency in which each attribute or 

category of attribute is identified, and the 

priorities of each PDM/municipality; 

• To undertake a comparative study to 

Portuguese World Heritage Cities, 

exploring the relations between 

nomination and monitoring documents 

and local policies. 

But the approach that need to be 

undertaken is much wider. This research is just 

the first step into a future broader approach 

where the limits of acceptable change (LAC) 

derived from the assessment of the heritage 

attributes and values, crossed with the factors 

(positive/negative) affecting it, might be 

integrated on planning decision processes. 

Through the integration of these LAC into the 

definition of Landscape Units (LU), heritage is 

assumed not as simple polygons or points, but 

on their multiple dimensions and relations. On 

the current context, in which LU maps are been 

explored as planning units (UOPG), the 

territorialisation of this holistic perspective of 

heritage, emerges as a crucial tool to enhance 

the rationality of these areas. Meaning, beside 

to inform the definition process to technicians, 
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it also make these areas more perceptible to 

people, and consequently more acceptable. 

The discussion of all process, since the 

definition of LAC, to LU ending with the 

integration of Landscape Qualifying Objectives, 

should be as wider as possible. Therefore, on 

the context of planning practice there is 

opportunity and the future revised plans might 

benefit with it.  

In a world where pressures over 

irreplaceable resources are unceasingly 

growing, holistic approaches like this are 

crucial. The prospective nature of plans and in 

particular PDM make them the key tools to 

manage our resources in order to ensure that 

future generations will benefit it. 
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